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“What really impressed me about Farfisa from the very beginning were two things: the technical and 
technological capabilities of the company that designs and manufactures its products, and the im-
mediate harmony with the people involved in the project, which was the basis of a shared and syn-
ergistic path. Today, after developing Astro, Alba and Sette lines together, I can confirm with satisfaction 
that the initial positive feeling was correct. I am convinced that together with Farfisa over these years 
we have developed lines that combine functionality and aesthetic rigour, shapes designed to last 
over time, that always place the user and his needs at the centre of the project.”

All Farfisa products are conceived as solutions to 
serve every user, designing concrete, simple, 
safe and functional forms, materials, ergo-
nomics and inclusive systems for every age, 
culture and context of use.
In the Astro project, special care in materials 
leads to new matt finishes: elegance and mo-
dernity, both to the eye and to the touch.
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With a compact size, Astro video intercom line is characterised 
by an essential and fresh look, that fits and enhances any 
furniture. The project is extremely focused on maximum 
practicability and easy use: large buttons, ergonomic handset, 
lighted signals, simple and intuitive icons.

The offer consists of: intercom with handset AT962, 
4.3” video intercom AT9262, hand-free intercom AT972.
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In applications with offices or technical studios, you can set the 
lock to open automatically in case of a call from a door station, 
programming specific time slots, without disturbing an operator 
in the apartment.

Office
function 

FUNCTIONS

FEATURES

INTERCOM AT962

180 x 92 x 43 mm

• 4 buttons (including 1 door opening button  
and others with dual function).

•  Office function.

•  Alarm function.

In applications where you cannot touch the device with your hands 
(example: kitchen, laboratory...), you can program the intercom to 
make it so that you can answer and talk automatically without 
pressing any buttons.

mod. AT972

mod. AT962

Automatic answer
function 

Astro has a flush-mounting and can be pro-
grammed via Bluetooth for all functions.

For all devices:
→ white color
→ 4 keys
→ ringer mute possible
→ 2 signaling LEDs
→ 4 ring tones available

ASTRO works on Duo systems, 
installations up to 20,000 users 
with possible switchboard and 
gateway module for video calls 
also on smartphones.

In applications where the system is equipped with a concierge 
switchboard, the device allows call relay to the switchboard 
in situations where an alarm is  activated from the indoor station.

Alarm
function 
mod. AT962



VIDEO INTERCOM
AT9262

• 4.3” LCD screen.
• 4 keys (including 1 door opening button,  

1 for auto power on and the others  
with dual function).

180 x 202 x 43 mm

HAND-FREE   
INTERCOM AT972

125 x 92 x 28 mm

• 4 keys (including 1 door opening 
button, 1 for answering/entering 
conversation and the others with 
dual function).

•  Automatic answer function.


